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SCIENCE BRIEFS
Science and
Technology
Clues to Burning Questions
Scientists spent the first two
weeks in July flying over a
planned blaze in the Alaskan
forest, seeking clues to how
violent and seemingly unpre-
dictable forest fires spread. The
multiagency experiment, called
Frostfire, is the first landscape-
scale (2,200 acres) research burn
in terrain dominated by
permafrost. NCAR researchers
are interested in observing fire
fronts that lap at, or "finger"
unburned fuel. The NCAR team
flew over the fire and collected
data with its Thermacam imager,
a digital, high-resolution infrared
camera which produces color
video images of hot, swirling air
and flames, and details their
motion, size, structure, and
temperature. The resulting model
will, for the first time, document
important aspects of fire-
atmosphere interactions (and fire
wind vortices) which affect fire
spread. The ultimate project goal
is to fit the model on a high-
powered laptop computer that
firefighters can take with them to
potentially explosive fires to
predict spread. The Forest
Service sponsored this experi-
ment.

21" Century Climate Model Run
A new climate system model
developed by NCAR, university,
and other laboratory scientists,
completed its first simulation of
the earth's climate from 1870 to
1990 and then continued the
simulation to 2100 under two
different scenarios. The first run
doubled atmospheric carbon
dioxide over the next century.
The results in this projection

Summer, 1999
showed changes in precipitation
varying markedly by region and
by season. For example, within
the U.S. during the winter,
increased precipitation occurred
in the Southwest and Great
Plains. In the second run, carbon
dioxide emission increases were
stabilized at 50 percent above
today's concentrations. Those
results showed precipitation
changes are reduced under these
conditions. This new model is
one of only a handful of models
in the world capable of
realistically simulating the chem-
istry and transport of individual
greenhouse gases and sulfur
compounds. The data from these
simulations are available for
research into possible effects of
climate change on human health,
water resources, agriculture, and
the economy. This study was
funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF) and a joint
NCAR-industry program spon-
sored by electric utility research
organizations in the United States
and several other countries.

In-Flight Icing Project
Scientists from NCAR, the U.S.
Army, the Mt. Washington
Observatory, Lyndon State and
Plymouth State Colleges, spent
April atop Mt. Washington in
New Hampshire, the Northeast's
highest, coldest, windiest peak,
studying dangerous aircraft icing.
One focus of the Mt. Washington
Winter Icing and Storms Project
(MWISP) is to improve the
prediction of in-flight icing
conditions, particularly freezing
drizzle and freezing rain, which
can down small aircraft. The
results of this project will
become part of the forecast
model being created by NCAR,



NOAA and the University of
Oklahoma. MWISP was the
largest field program conducted
on the Mt. Washington summit,
where some of the first research
on icing began in the 1930s. The
NCAR portion of this research
was sponsored by NSF through
an interagency agreement with
the FAA's Aviation Weather
Research Program.

Technology Transfer
Ice buildup on aircraft waiting to
depart can be a serious safety
hazard. As little as 0.8 millimeter
of ice on the upper wing surface
increases drag and reduces
airplane lift by 25%. A new
icing forecasting tool created by
NCAR researchers, which dis-
plays real-time weather data and
predicts snow and ice intensities,
is now being commercialized by
ARINC, and should be in many
of the nation's busiest airports
soon. The Weather Support to
Deicing Decision Making
(WSDDM) system gives pilots
information that is then used in
the -management of snow and ice
removal from aircraft surfaces
and from active airport runways.
Up to 30 minutes in advance,
pilots can know how much liquid
water is going to fall on the wing
and when the deicing fluid may
fail. The research for this
potentially life-saving project
was funded by the FAA.

Science and
Education
Continuing Education
Weather balloons, which carry
electronic sensing devices
(radiosondes), from the ground
up to 70,000 feet, were spotted
soaring over seven eastern
Colorado schools this spring,
officially launching the third year
of the NSF-funded LEARN
(Laboratory Experience in
Atmospheric Research at NCAR)
program. The data gathered by

the balloons were used by
participating teachers during a
workshop this summer and are
being used this fall in their
classrooms. LEARN brought
almost 40 middle and junior high
school teachers from rural
Colorado schools to NCAR for
hands-on scientific investigation.
The teachers will now bring their
new knowledge back to their
districts, share it with their
colleagues, and incorporate it
into their science classes this fall.

In-Situ Learning
Twenty students with the SOARS
(Significant Opportunities in
Atmospheric Research and
Science) program teamed up with
scientific, writing and community
mentors from NCAR this
summer, to do research in the
atmospheric sciences. The
SOARS program is dedicated to
increasing the number of
ethnically diverse students
enrolled in master's and doctoral
degree programs in the
atmospheric and related sciences.
During the 10-week summer
session, SOARS prot6ges were
required to write scientific
research papers; give scientific
talks, and participate in an eight-
week scientific writing work-
shop. Since the program's
inception in 1996, the retention
rate has been 86 percent. SOARS
is supported by NSF, DOE,
NASA and NOAA.

Science & the
Environment
Solar System Discovered
Two giant planets orbiting a Sun-
like star, have been discovered by
scientists from NCAR, San
Francisco State University, and
the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics. Observations
by the three teams of scientists
suggest that planets may form
relatively easily around sun-like
stars, and may suggest that the

Milky Way Galaxy, with its 200
billion stars, may contain billions
of Earth-like planets. The NCAR
observations were funded by
NSF.

Preparing for El Niio
Twelve countries will now have
help in preparing for droughts,
floods, fires, and tropical storms
related to future El Nifios. A
grant from the United Nations
Fund for International Part-
nership, will enable NCAR, in
cooperation with the United
Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP) to conduct a 19-month
study on the impacts of the 1997-
98 El Nifio. The study will help
each country build operational,
research, and educational pro-
grams to protect its people and
the environment from climate
hazards related to El Nifio and La
Nifia events. Extensive analysis
of what actions worked and what
didn't for each country before,
during, and after the last El Nifio
is the key to mitigating the
effects of future catastrophes.

The Costs of Storms
Did you know that in the U.S.,
hurricanes, floods and tornadoes
cause an average $9.2 billion in
damage each year? Or that of the
30 most-powerful hurricanes
since 1900, more than 40 percent
of the total damage occurred in
Southeast Florida? You can find
such information, and more, in
the new Extreme Weather
Sourcebook from NCAR. This
resource provides quick infor-
mation on the cost of damages
from hurricanes, floods and
tornadoes in the U.S. (by state)
and its territories. Visit the site
at:
www.dir.ucar.edu/esig/HP_roger/
sourcebook
Or, contact Icurtis@ucar.edu to
receive a hard copy.

For more information on these updates
at UCAR/NCAR, contact Laura
Curtis, (303) 497-2106. NCAR is
sponsored by the National Science
Foundation.


